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the same extent. Moreover they much differ from the other four sutras, for
example, from the Sa!Jldhinirmocanasutra, which was probably written by the
Yogacara philosophers themselves.
In contrast to other well known Buddhist commentaries, the siistras of the
Yogacara school were not based on extant sutras. The Yogiiciirabhumi, for
example, was not composed on the basis of any sutra. Recent studies have even
shown that the Sarrzdhinirmocanasutra was most probably composed at the same
time as its siistra. 11 The founders of the Yogacara school, Maitreya and Asailga,
who are traditionally considered as the authors of the sastras of the Sarrzdhinirmocanasutra, in reality might have composed at the same time the sutra as well.
If this is so, they intentionally gave to their work the traditional form and
appearance of siistra explanations following sutra extracts.
The other three sutras: the Lmikiivatiirasutra, the Srfmiiliidevisirrzhaniidasutra, and the Ghanavyuhasutra mainly express tathiigata-garbha thought
blended with the doctrine of iilaya-vijniina.
Although the above-mentioned six sutras might all relate, in some way or
another, to idealistic thought, it should not be inferred that they manifest a
possible new tendency of idealistic thought in a similar manner. It is essential to
distinguish the respective sectarian environments from which they originated: the
time of their composition, and the stage of their philosophical developments.
In fact, the Yogacara school never represented a mainstream philosophy.
Since the time of its emergence it was always regarded as unorthodox, and
therefore was the target of harsh criticism from the Madhyamika school of Indian
and Tibetan Mahayana Buddhism. It is exactly due to this opposition, that the
Yogacara philosophy offers a precious key for the understanding of Madhyamika
philosophy and that it can provide answers even regarding such great questions as
"What is Buddhism?"
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11 See Lambert Schmithausen "Zur Literaturgeschichte der alteren Yogaclira-Schule'',
Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgenlandischen Gesellschaft, Supplementa I, Teil 3, 1969, pp,
822-823; Shinjo Suguro (~8f~ijj't), Studies on early viji'iaptimiitra philosophy (:fJJll;lllltilllt\!!.;mo:Jli}f
'fe), Tokyo, 1989, pp. 316-320.
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